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Influence of voluntary eye movements on the stepping test.
Pierre-Marie Gagey1, Serge Helbert2

ABSTRACT

Background: It is known that a subject’s locomotor behavior during the Fukuda–Unterberger stepping test is modified by voluntary
rotation of the neck or reflex rotation of the eye following the interposition of a low power prism. Objective: But what are the effects
of voluntary eye version? Method: Three parameters of the stepping test were observed in a cohort of 23 rigorously selected subjects,
during test executions in five positions of voluntary ocular version. Results: A spin motion, ipsilateral to the ocular version, already
apparent for a 2.5° version that was statistically (Student’s t test) significant, were observed. Conclusion: Volunteers or reflexes, version
eye movements have the same effect on postural tonic activity.
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INTRODUCTION
Since J-B Baron’s thesis (1), we know that oculomotor
muscles play an important role in the non-linear dynamic
system that regulates postural tonic activity(2,3). That role was
confirmed by the Fukuda–Unterberger test (4), which shows
that reflex eye movements effectively modify the regulation of
postural tonic activity(5, 6). It remains to be confirmed whether
voluntary eye movements also act on tone and that that action
indeed has the characteristics of non-linear dynamic systems(2).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Among 3,138 subjects examined, 23 perfectly normal from
a postural point of view were selected using rigorous criteria:
age between 18 and 30 years; no history of head trauma or
spontaneous loss of consciousness; visual acuity not less than
8/10, no hearing loss less greater than 15 dBA over 4 KHz; no
static disorder, painless motor points of the anterior tibial
muscles and superior and inferior gemellus; no low back
pain, otitis, or evolving dental problems; no disturbance of
the oculomotor balance; normal and congruent asymmetries
of orthostatic posture(7), normal nuchal reflex response to the
stepping test(5), and normal postural response to voluntary
movement of the eyes in orthostatism(8).
These normal subjects performed the stepping test with
their “arms at 45° from the horizontal”(9), head at rest and jaw
in the mandibular posture position(10), and their eyes looking at
a point placed 30 centimeters from their eyes successively and

randomly at 0°; 2.5°; 5°; 15° and 30° to the right of the axis of
the primary position. A 30-cm–long horizontal rod, whose 1-cm
distal end was bent perpendicularly downwards, was inserted
into a hole pierced centrally in the visor of a workman’s helmet.
The subject’s entire head and helmet were then covered with
a white hood allowing passage of light but preventing him/her
from seeing anything in the environment but the bent rod tip.
The results of Fukuda(4) parameters were studied: deviation
angle (delta, Δ), spin angle (sigma, Σ), and, from our sequential
analysis, parameter “a”(11), which expresses the work of the
subject’s abductor muscles during stepping. The same protocol
was strictly applied to another cohort of 25 age-matched
subjects, who were not selected according to the criteria used
for the constitution of the first cohort.
RESULTS
Spin angle
The spin angle means, Σ, for the 23 normal subjects were
calculated for each version angle V and the experimental
values were plotted: Σ = f(V) (figure 1). Note that the more
the subject turns his eyes to the right, the more the spinning
movement occurs to the right. The model smoothing the
experimental values is a linear function Σ = 0.4V + 0.7 but
with a weak coefficient r2 = 0.77, and, in accordance with the
expected behavior of a non-linear dynamic system, for low
version angles, the slope of the curve is much steeper.
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The model smoothing the experimental values is an exponential
function: Δ = –22e–0.3V, with r2 = 0.88. With this Δ parameter,
which is a weak parameter of the stepping test(12), we do not
find the expected effect of a non-linear dynamic system, as can
be seen with the sigma parameter.

Deviation angle
The 23 normal subjects’ deviation angle means, delta (Δ),
were calculated for each version angle V, and the experimental
values plotted on a graph (figure 2). The more the subject turns his
eyes to the right, the more the deviation angle turns to the right.

Parameter “a”
The 23 subjects’ mean parameter “a” values were
calculated for each version angle and plotted (figure 3) on a
graph a = f(V). The more the subject turns his eyes to his right,
the more he goes to his right by the work of the abductoradductor muscles. For the initial position, the “a” value is
–0.11 (“a” values are assigned a negative sign when the
abductor-adductor muscles push the subject to his left). For
a 30° version angle to the right, the “a” value is only –0.038.
The model smoothing experimental values is an exponential
function: a = –0.09e–0.035V, whose coefficient r2 = 0.69. We do
not find the expected effect of a non-linear dynamic system.
Figure 1 — The spin angle according to the version angle. Note: A subject’s
spin to the right is assigned a “+” sign, whereas a spin to the left is
assigned a “–” sign. Version movements are always oriented to the right of
the subject.

Importance of selection
Variations in the deviation angle versus the version angle
are compared in Table 1 between the selected cohort and the
unselected cohort.
DISCUSSION
The results of this study confirm the now well-known role
of eye movements in the regulation of postural tonic activity.
Regardless of whether those movements are a reflex or
voluntary, they lead to the same response to the stepping test:
a rotation towards the side of the active oculomotor muscles.
These results are consistent with the properties of the
non-linear dynamic systems of which the upright postural
system(2,3) is part: compared to a large version angle variation,
a small variation causes a proportionally much larger effect
on the spin angle. This finding holds our attention—despite
it not being statistically significant—because of recent
data on the role of the directing eye on the organization of
bodily asymmetries(13). That a minimal modification of the
directing eye angle can affect the regulation of postural tonic

Figure 2 — Deviation angle, delta (Δ), according to each version angle V.
Note: A rightward deviation of the subject’s gaze is assigned a “+” sign,
whereas a leftward deviation is assigned a sign “–”. Version movements are
always oriented to the right of the subject.
Table 1 — Deviation angle as a function of the version angle, in both cohorts.

Deviation angle, Δ
Version angle, V

Selected normal subjects
m

σ

0°

–13°

26

2.5°

–5°

13

Unselected subjects
t

m

σ

t

–3°

11

1.29

–4°

13

0.4

5°

–5°

11

1.45

–3°

10

0.1

15°

–3°

12

1.78

–2°

15

0.1

30°

0°

10

2.28

–4°

19

0.3

Note: Mean (m), standard deviation (σ) and Student’s t.
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